Abstract. A simple condition on the local bases of a first countable space is shown to imply metrisability, and some new and some well-known metrisation theorems are deduced. Weakening the condition gives new classes of spaces distinct from the class of metrisable spaces.
1. Introduction. It is the primary purpose of this paper to present a simple metrisation theorem, give its elementary proof and deduce a number of other metrisation theorems from it. The theorem is Theorem 1. In order that a Tx-space X be metrisable it is necessary and sufficient that for each x in X, there be a countable decreasing local neighbourhood basis1 {W(n, x): n -1,2,3,...} atxsatisfying We conclude by considering conditions weaker than (A) and give examples to show that 'decreasing' cannot be omitted in the statement of Theorem 1. This gives a class of first countable spaces, distinct from the metrisable spaces, in which every separable space is second countable.
Throughout, x, y, z will denote elements of a space X, while i,j, m, n, r, s will be elements of the set N of positive integers. For A EX and a family G of subsets of X, St(A,G) will denote the union of those elements of G which meet A, and St(x, G) will denote St({x}, G). X is developable if it has a development, that is, a sequence {G(n): n E N} of open coverings of X such that, for each x, (St(x, G(n)): n E N} is a local basis at x. For A Q X,A° will denote the interior of A, All spaces will satisfy the Tx separation axiom unless we specifically allow otherwise.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and is omitted. We shall not require (C) again until the next section, but place it here for convenience. Lemma 1. Suppose that for each x in a space X there is a decreasing local neighbourhood basis {W(n, x): « E TV}. Then each of the conditions (B), (C) below is equivalent to (A) of Theorem 1 :
(B) for each x and n, there exist r -r(n, x), and s = s(n, x) with r > s > n, such that y E W(r, x) implies x E W(s, y) C W(n, x); (C) for each x and n, there exists r = r(n, x) with r > « such that y E W(r, x) implies x E W(n, y) and W(r, y) C W(n, x).
For the rest of the proof of Theorem 1, we shall assume that for each « and x, r(n, x) and s(n, x) have been fixed to satisfy (B) and, without loss of generality, such that r(n, x) < r(n + 1, x). Further, we define rx(n, x) = n, and inductively, rl+x(n, x) = r(r(r,(n, x), x), x).
The next lemma now follows readily from (B).
Lemma 2. (i) If x belongs to the set W(r(r(n, x), y), y), then that set is contained in W(n, x).
(ii) If W(r2(n, x), x) meets W(r2(m, y), y), then either W(r2(n, x), x) C W(m, y) or W(r2(m, y), y) C W(n, x).
For each «, define G(«) to be the open covering consisting, as x varies, of all W(r(n, x), x)°. Then St(x, G(r(n, x))) Ç W(n, x) by Lemma 2(i). So {G(«): « G TV} is a development for X. and « is maximal with respect to this relation.
Putting H(n) -{V(n, x): x E X}, we see that 77(«) refines G(n) for each «, and so {H(n): n E TV} is a development for X. Hence, c is defined on all of X X X. Further, by Lemma 2(ii), if V(n + \,xt) n F(« + 1, x/+I) ¥= 0 for/= 1,2, then there existsy G {1,2,3} such that We conclude this section by giving a short proof of Theorem 1 which depends on the result of R. H. Bing [3, Theorem 10 ] that a collectionwise normal, developable space is metrisable. All that remains is to show collectionwise normality, the proof of which carries over unchanged to more general situations (see Lemma 3 of §5).
Suppose that {A¡: i G 1} is a discrete family of closed sets so that, for each x in A¡, there is an open neighbourhood U(x) of x such that U(x) n A-0 whenever j + i. Property (A) finds an open neighbourhood V(x) of x and an integer s(x, U) such that x G W(s(x, U), y) EU whenever y E V(x). But then, since the local bases are decreasing, the family {{/,: i E I}, where U¡-U {V(x): x E A¡}, is pairwise disjoint and so, A'is collectionwise normal.
We hasten to point out that Bing's theorem depends on the construction of a metric as well as some detailed work on covering theorems. R. Fox [7] has given an example of a space which has a y-function but is not quasi-metrisable. We have the following result which follows directly from Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. 7« order that X be metrisable it is necessary and sufficient that X have a y-function g such that, for each x and «, there exists m = m(n, x) such that x E g(n, y) whenever y E g(m, x).
W. F. Lindgren and P. Fletcher [12] say that (X, %) is a local quasi-uniform space if % is a filter onlXI satisfying (a) for each x E X, H {U(x): i/et} = [x}; (b) for each x E X and U E %, there exists F G % such that (V ° V\x) E U(x). The topology of (X, °li) is the collection of all sets A EX such that, for each x G A, there is some U £ % with U(x) E A. Lindgren and Fletcher show that spaces with y-functions are precisely those with topologies of local quasi-uniform spaces with countable bases. We now state the analogue of Theorem 3 for local quasi-uniform spaces. Theorem 4. A local quasi-uniform space (X,6^) has a metrisable topology provided %. has a countable basis and, given x E X and U G %, there exists V E % with V(x) C U~\x).
A nonnegative real-valued function on IX A" is a local metric for X if it is zero only on the diagonal, is locally symmetric, and satisfies the local triangle law of V. W. Niemytzki [22] ; that is, if Theorem 5. 7« order that a space X be metrisable, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a local metric for X which generates the topology on X.
The conditions of Theorem 2 are recoverable from Theorem 5. Given countable local neighbourhood bases {7?(«, x): n G TV}, all one needs to do is to ensure, as in the proof of Theorem 2, that the local bases are decreasing and to define a local metric by d(x, y) = 0 if x = y, and otherwise d(x, y) = 1/«, where « is the smallest integer such that y & R(n, x).
4. Theorem 1 and its corollaries in the context of some well-known metrisation theorems. J. Nagata proved the following theorem using the Alexandroff-Urysohn metrisation theorem [1] , the theorem of E. Michael [15] that a space X is paracompact if every open covering of X has a a-cushioned open refinement, and the theorem of A. H. Stone [26] that paracompactness implies full normality in the category of Hausdorff spaces. We now derive the same result directly from Theorem 1.
Theorem 6 (J. Nagata [21] , see also [20] ). In order that a space X be metrisable, it is necessary and sufficient that, for each point x of X, there exist sequences {U"(x): n G TV} and {Vn(x): n E TV} of neighbourhoods of x such that (i) {Un(x): « G TV} is a local neighbourhood basis at x, (iï)y g Un(x) implies V"(y) n Vn(x) = 0, (iiï)y G V"(x) implies Vn(y) E Un(x).
Proof. Necessity being straightforward, we prove sufficiency only. With no loss of generality, we assume that, for each x, the neighbourhoods Vn(x) decrease with «.
Given x in open U, find « such that U"(x) E U. Put
W{n,x)= U {Vn(y):xEV"(y)}.
If m' is the least positive integer such that Um,(x) E V"(x), set m = max{«, m'}. It is straightforward to verify that x E W(m, y) E U"(x) whenever^ G (Vm(x))°. Thus the conditions of Theorem 1 have been satisfied. It should not surprise the reader that it is possible to derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 6. This may be done, using the notation of (B), by setting Vn(x) = W(r(r(n, x), x), x) and Un(x)= W(n,x)ö U {W(r(n,y),y):xE W(r(n, y), y)}.
The reader will probably find this derivation somewhat harder and longer than the derivation of Theorem 6 above. In [21], J. Nagata deduced a number of well-known theorems from Theorem 6. We now give two examples, each of which can be derived very quickly from Theorem 1 or from Theorem 2.
Theorem 7 (Nagata-Smirnov Metrisation Theorem [19, 25] ). A necessary and sufficient condition for a regular space X to be metrisable is that X have a o-locally finite basis.
Proof. Necessity can be proved as usual by using the paracompactness of metric spaces. (There are a number of simple direct proofs of this result; see for example M. E. Rudin [24] .)
Suppose that U {G(n): « G TV} is a basis for the topology on X, where each G(n) is a locally finite family. There is no loss of generality in assuming that G(n) E G(n + 1) for each «. Define_IF(«, x) = (1 {G: x G G G G(«)} and V(n, x) = Pi (G: x E G E G(n)} -U {G: G G G(«), x £ G}. Since X is regular and G(n) is locally finite, V(n,x) is open and {W(n, x): « = 1,2,...} is a (decreasing) local neighbourhood basis at x. One can then verify that x G W(n, y) Ç W(n, x) whenever^ G V(n, x). So, by Theorem 1, Ais metrisable.
Theorem 8 (A. H. Frink [8])
. A necessary and sufficient condition for a space X to be metrisable is that, for each x in X, there be a local basis {P(n, x): « G TV} at x such that, if x G X and « G TV, then there exists a positive integer m -m(n, x) such that P(m, y) Q P(n, x) whenever P(m, y) n P(m, x) ¥* 0.
Rather than prove Theorem 8, we now derive a more powerful result from which it may be immediately deduced as a corollary.
Theorem 9 (Arhangel'skii-Stone Metrisation Theorem [2, 27] , see also R. L. Moore [17] ). In order that X be metrisable, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a sequence of open coverings {G(n): « G TV} such that, if U is a neighbourhood of a point x, there is a neighbourhood V of x and an integer « with St(F, G(«)) E U.
Proof. Necessity is clear, and sufficiency follows directly from Theorem 2 once one sets R(n, x) -St(x, G(«)).
The Alexandroff-Urysohn Metrisation Theorem [1] may be deduced in exactly the same way.
J. Williams derives the Nagata-Smirnov Theorem from a metrisation theorem for locally uniform spaces which he proves using the uniform space metrisation theorem. His theorem is now a direct consequence of Theorem 4.
Theorem 10 (J. Williams [29] and compare results of V. W. Niemytzki [22] , K. Morita [18] and J. Suzuki [28] ). A separated local uniformity with a countable basis has a metrisable topology.
Among other results which can be easily deduced from the theorems of § §1 and 3 are S. Hanai's theorem [9] that the perfect image of a metrisable space is metrisable, and the fact that P. Roy's space [23] demonstrating the inequivalence of certain dimension functions is metrisable (see [5] ).
Weakening condition (A)
: results and counterexamples. In § §1-3 we gave several conditions on local bases for a space X which ensure metrisability. In this section we investigate some related but weaker conditions which shed some further light on our main results.
First we give two examples to illustrate the necessity of our assumption in Theorem 1 that the local neighbourhood bases be decreasing. Example 1. Let X = TV U {x, y}, where TV is the set of positive integers and x, y are two distinct points neither of which is an integer. Give X the topology consisting of all subsets of TV together with all cofinite subsets of X. This topology can be given It is easily verified that these bases satisfy condition (A) without being decreasing, and that X is Tx but not T2 and is thus not metrisable. In fact, it is easy to see that every second countable space has (possibly nondecreasing) bases satisfying (A). Example 2. Let X be the Michael line [16] formed by scattering the irrationals in the usual topology on the set of real numbers. This space is not metrisable. It can, however, be given nondecreasing local bases satisfying condition (A):
x H-I iix E Q (the set of rational numbers),
It is interesting to note that the first example is developable but not collectionwise normal, and that the reverse is true of the second. Note also that in each case the bases are eventually decreasing, and in the second case the local bases W(x) are chains, in that if X, Y E W(x), then either X E Y or Y E X. Note that the Sierpinski two-point space is a F0-space with local bases satisfying (A) which is not Tx, and that a F0-space with countable local neighbourhood bases satisfying (D) and (E) of Theorem 2 is necessarily Tx.
The next result gives two properties implied of spaces which have (possibly nondecreasing) local neighbourhood bases satisfying a generalisation of property (A). Proof. The proof of (i) is exactly as in the alternative proof of Theorem 1. (Indeed it can readily be verified that under the conditions of (i), a space must necessarily be monotonically normal3 (see R. W. Heath, D. J. Lutzer and P. L. Zenor [10] ).) When each W(x) is a countable local basis of open sets and X is separable it is easy to show that U {W(x): x ED} is a countable basis, where D is a countable dense subset of X.
Consider the following condition on a space X which has countable decreasing local neighbourhood bases {IF(«,x):«GTV}: (G) if x E U and U is an open set, then there exists an open set V containing x such that whenever y E V there is some positive integer s = s(x, y, U) satisfying x E W(s, y) E U. This condition implies paracompactness, but the "bow-tie" space of L. F. McAuley [14] shows that it does not ensure metrisability. 4 We will now turn our attention to the conditions of Theorem 2. For a space to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 it must have local neighbourhood bases which satisfy the two conditions (D) and (E) simultaneously. Observe that a space has countable local bases satisfying (E) if and only if it has a y-function. We will shortly find a similar characterisation of spaces with bases satisfying (D). That the two conditions need to be satisfied simultaneously is illustrated by Example 1. The bases which we originally gave may be seen to satisfy (E), and the following bases satisfy (D):
V(n, y) = W(n, y), V(n, r) = {x, y, n, n + I, n + 2,...} ifn<r, V(n,r)={r} iin>r.
We have already seen that this space is not metrisable. It is noteworthy that, if {G(n): « G TV} is a development for a space X, then the obvious local bases {St(x, G(«)): « G TV} satisfy (D) because y G St(x, G(n)) » x G St(y, G(n)) for each x, y and «. Conversely, there exist spaces with local bases satisfying (D) which are not developable. A good example of such a space is again the "bow-tie" space of L. F. McAuley [14] (a collectionwise normal semimetric space).
This relationship between condition (D) and developability prompts a comparison of Theorem 2 with Theorem 9 (Arhangel'skii-Stone), the conditions of which may be rewritten there exists some development {G(n): « G TV} for X such that the local bases (St(x, G(n)): n E TV} satisfy (E).
Thus, one may consider Theorem 2 to be, in some sense, strictly stronger than Theorem 9.
Recall that a space X is said to be semimetric if there is some symmetric function d from X X X to the nonnegative real numbers, zero on the diagonal, satisfying inî{d(x, y):y E E} -0 if and only if x E E for all F Ç A' and x E X. (D) , then the four conditions Lindelöf, S,-compact, separable, and second countable are equivalent for X. The category of such spaces is strictly larger than that of metrisable spaces, containing for example the space of Example 1. If the local bases satisfying (F) were chains, then metrisabihty would be implied by any of the four conditions above; for, X would then be collectionwise normal and every second countable F3-space is metrisable. 6 . Appendix: neighbourhood axioms for metric spaces. Noting the neighbourhood characterisation of topological spaces, Theorem 1 may be rewritten as follows. Theorem 12. Suppose that for each x in a set X there is a decreasing sequence W(x) = {W(n, x): n -1,2,...} of subsets of X, each containing x, such that (1) given x and y in X, x ¥^ y, there exists a positive integer m withy £ W(m, x), (2) given x in X and a positive integer «, there exist positive integers r = r(n, x) and s = s(n, x) such that y E W(r, x) implies that x G W(s, y) E W(n, x).
Then there is a metric for X such that, for each x in X, W(x) is a basis for the neighbourhood system of x in the metric topology.
Theorem 2 may be rewritten in a similar manner making its essential equivalence with Theorem 5 completely clear.
